
Privacy declaration Fit 2 Belong App 

Personal data is stored within the Fit 2 Belong platform. These are put in the app by yourself as the 

user or by the App Manager of your group. We handle your personal data with care. Here you can 

read how we deal with this. If you have any questions or comments, please contact us at 

fit2belong@atit.be   

What is personal data? 

Personal data is data that says something about you or that we can associate with you. Think of your 

name, date of birth, telephone number or e-mail address. This concerns all data that we can 

associate with you. 

For what purpose are the personal data stored? 

Personal data is stored in order get access to the app and to be able to share it with members within 

the app. Members can view this information to contact each other or post messages. 

Which personal data is stored? 

At a minimum, the email address is saved to grant a user access to the community. Optionally, 

personal details, address and contact details can be added to the personal data. The user can decide 

for themselves which data they want to share with the community.  

The App Administrator can add extra fields to the personal data if the community requires this. For 

each additional field, he can set whether the user can adjust this. 

Where do the personal data come from? 

The App Manager will only add name, first name and email address. The members can add their 

additional own data, as they prefer.  

With whom is the personal data shared? 

Depending on the settings in the App Management and the settings of the user himself, the personal 

data is shared in the app. Personal data is only shared with members within the closed community. 

There is no publicly accessible data shared with anyone outside the community. 

Who can change the personal data? 

Depending on the settings in the App Management, the user can change their own personal data. 
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How long is personal data kept? 

The data will be kept at the latest until the community stops and is deleted. Until then, the App 

Manager can delete the personal data. 

What other data is kept? 

We store some data from the user's device. We do this with the aim of identifying and fixing crashes 

(errors in the app). In addition, it helps to continuously improve the user experience. We store the 

following per device: the operating system (type and version), the device (type and model) and the 

installed version of the app. 
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